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Communal tension in Siddipet: 
A matter of serious concern 

 
      - Dr.A.Suneetha, Mr.M.A.Moid  and Dr. P. H. Mohammed 
 

 
The positioning of Muslim question in the Telangana movement has been a matter of concern for 
many. Fears about the rise of Hindu right wing forces in Telangana have been voiced, even as many 
Muslim organizations extended their whole-hearted support for the demand of a Telangana state. In 
this context, those of us who believe in the democratic potential of Telangana movement have been 
disturbed by reports of small incidents of communal tension in many Muslim concentrated towns, 
including Hyderabad (March 2010) – Karimnagar (August 2010, March 2011), Tandur (Feb 2011) and 
Miryalaguda (July 2011) - most recently in Siddipet on 9th October 2011. After visiting Siddipet and 
speaking to the Muslim community there, we think that the Muslim fears about security are not untrue 
and that the democratic forces supporting the demand of Telangana statehood need to address their 
concerns urgently. We visited Siddipet (Medak district) on 12th October 2011. Most reports of the 
event that appeared in Telugu and Urdu newspapers were vague. Apart from getting the details of 
actual event we were keen to understand how this event has been perceived by the Muslim 
communities and the rest. We met the victimized petty traders, shop owners, journalists, local activists 
and members of Tanzeem-e-masjid. The following report gives our assessment of the situation that is 
developing in this part of the region. 
  
The Event 
Siddipet is a fast growing town in Medak district, at a distance of 100 km from Hyderabad and is 
known as the poultry capital of South India. It boasts of several rice mills and is also an important 
educational centre in the district. It has 22% Muslim population, majority of who live in six colonies – 
Khaderpura, Sajidpura, Murshidgadda, Nasarpura, Baraimam and Charwadan. Among the 32 
municipal councilors, there are five Muslim councilors, all of who belong to TRS or Congress. The 
lone MIM councilor is a Hindu, Jakkula Kavita. The town falls in Mr.Harish Rao’s (TRS) 
constituency. The MLC of the town is Mr.Farooq Hussain from Congress. The town president of TRS 
is a Muslim councilor, Nayyar patel. The town has not witnessed any serious communal tension in the 
last two decades. 
  
Sunday’s events began with Muslim namazees spotting neatly shredded pages of the holy Quran at 
around 6.00 AM (Rastriya Sahaara of 10th October carried the photos). On the previous evening a 
Dasara procession had passed by the same route. Soon, a few hundred Muslims gathered at the town 
centre to stage a dharna. They demanded that the culprits be immediately brought to book and the 
police on duty the previous night be suspended. The protest continued for three hours. During this 
time, according to eye witnesses, the chairperson of Tanzeem-ul-masajid (Mr.M.A.Saleem), MLC of 
the town (Mr.Farooq Hussain of Congress) and Akther patel (from TRS) tried their best to control the 
agitated young people. 
  
Despite this, a few Muslim boys (all below age of 20) threw stones at a few shops in the locality, 
broke a few hoardings on the street and disrupted the business in the nearby rythubazaar where a few 
men and women vendors were beaten up. A few shops selling mutton (3) and sweets (2) were also 
vandalized. The day’s stock was destroyed in the process. One sweet shop owner showed us the 
broken showcase and wasted product. The vegetable vendors and the sweet shop owner said, “If they 
had asked us to close the shop, we would have. But they came without a warning”. Though we could 



not get an exact estimate of the loss, it would run into a couple of lakhs or more. The elders 
of Tanzeem-ul-masajid were quite distressed about this turn of events. They said, “The boys did not 
listen to us, but no person above 20 was involved in that incident. It is also not true that women were 
beaten”. 
  
The nearly sixty strong journalists from print and visual media in Siddipet (of which five Muslims 
belong to the Urdu press) initially covered the event. The Muslims were also pleased at the attention 
by the media but started becoming uncomfortable once they realized that the journalists are 
particularly focusing on taking pictures of bearded and kurta-pajama wearing Muslim boys indulging 
in stone-pelting. Since the same pictures could be used by police in arresting or harassing them, the 
boys asked the journalists to stop. When this request was not heeded the already agitated boys beat a 
senior journalist and threatened few others. The offended journalists decided to boycott the coverage. 
In the scuffle between the police and the boys, Md.Jani (reporter of Rastriya Sahara) also received a 
few blows. 
  
The angered journalists stopped coverage of incident and decided to meet at the local Press club. They 
also decided to take out a rally to demand that those who beat them should be brought to book. This 
decision was taken despite the apology that the Muslim elders offered. However, as one eyewitness 
said, the gathering of Muslims mistook the rally of the journalists to be a procession of ‘Hindus’. 
When the agitated boys grew restive, the CRPF platoon lathi-charged them injuring 28 boys. Among 
them 8-10 sustained head injuries and the Muslim gathering dispersed. 
  
As soon as the Muslim gathering dispersed around 10.30 AM, a ‘Hindu’ procession marched towards 
the town centre from Bharathnagar. This crowd destroyed all the Muslim fruit vendors’ shops, chicken 
centres and the new Grand hotel on its way, picking and choosing the Muslim owned/run shops. In all 
13 fruit vendors’ pavement shops, located outside rythubazaar, were destroyed. The women vegetable 
vendors whose produce was destroyed in the morning participated in this vandalism. The fruit vendors 
incurred a loss of Rs.6,50,000. Two chicken shops were vandalized, each of which incurred a loss of 
around Rs.25,000. The Grand hotel incurred a loss of more than a lakh. Thereafter, the Hindu crowd 
was lathi-charged and dispersed. Three people sustained injuries. 
  
At 4.00 PM Siddipet MLA Mr.Harish Rao called for a meeting of Peace committee where the elders 
from both communities were invited. While the ‘Hindu’ representatives spoke without any 
interruption, the speech of the Muslim representatives was not allowed to continue. The peace 
committee then met at the Collector’s office next day in small number and sought to maintain peace in 
the town. The police clamped S144 and also booked several cases of arson against the agitators. 
  
The rythu bazaar vendors, assured of police protection, have come back to sell their produce. We 
could also see that the Hindu shop owners have resumed their business. Grand hotel is also back to 
business. The Muslim fruit vendors and hawkers have not been able to resume their business, 
however. They fruit vendors were prevented from re-opening the chawl-shops by the police, till 
yesterday i.e., 16th October. All the Muslim hawkers who make a living on the Subhash road have also 
been advised by the police to keep off the road ‘to avoid escalation of tension’. 
  
Is it a conspiracy? 
  
The whole episode took place in a very short time, making it look like a planned and coordinated 
activity, giving rise to ‘conspiracy theories’. The Hindus put the blame on the Congress and MIM 
accusing them of diverting the attention from the Telengana Movement. The Muslims accuse the BJP 
of trying to increase its influence by polarizing people and thereby increasing pressure on Muslims to 
submit on different fronts. But, we think that several underlying tensions played out in this event: the 
tussle between the Hindu shop-owners and Muslim hawkers on the main market street, Subhash road; 



the dispute over land on which Muslim fruit vendors’ shops stand outside the rythu bazaar; the Muslim 
discomfort about growing presence of Hindutva organizations in the town and Hinduization of the 
public space. 
  
On the day of our visit, three days after the disturbance, the hawkers could not be found on Subhash 
Road. On inquiry it was found that the shop owners are mostly Hindu and hawkers, mostly Muslim. 
These hawkers had become a source of irritation to the shop owners since they occupy the front spaces 
of their shops resulting in traffic problems and loss of customers. They had complained to the 
authorities, arguing that the government should give them the priority as they were tax payers, by 
removing these hawkers. The government’s inaction had already made the Hindu traders angry. We 
were informed that these traders became sympathetic supporters of Hindu organization which started 
taking up their cause and raising voice for them. When we spoke the shop-owners on 12th, they 
sounded quite pleased that the hawkers have been removed from the scene. 
  
It was reported that Badam Bal reddy of BJP on his visit to Siddipet appealed to the Hindus that they 
should stop buying from Muslim shops (since muslims also don’t buy sweets from Pulla Reddy sweets 
in Hyderabad, supposed to be owned by a staunch VHP supporter) and that they should not work for 
Muslims. Another Hindu leader is reported to be encouraging Hindu hawkers to settle down in the 
place of Muslim hawkers on Subhash Road. Efforts are being made, it is feared, to use this disturbance 
make main business areas ‘free’ from Muslim hawkers and small traders. The government’s inaction 
on this issue has let the ground open for the Hindutva activists, who have taken up the cause of the 
shop-owners. There is a likelihood that these tensions may become permanent sources of 
tension/conflict between the communities. 
  
Thirdly, there has been a Hinduization of public spaces. Celebration of Dasara, a very popular festival 
in Telangana, has become much more public – with installation of idols of Durga and immersion 
related processions at the end of nine day festival. Though it started on a low key in Siddipet three to 
four years ago, it reached a high this year. Several big idols were put up at many places and noisy 
processions took place till late in the night. Such processions and celebrations, as local Muslims 
suspected, have become sources of trouble and disturbance. 
  
More importantly, it is the failure of political leadership which is more disturbing in this event. During 
the dharna by the Muslims, the MLC and two Muslim councilors belonging to TRS tried to pacify the 
protestors, especially the youth, by requesting them not to become violent. The young protestors 
decided to observe a bandh and left the dharna to enforce it. The young boys argued that only a bandh 
can make every body know about the seriousness of their feelings. Similarly, the constitution of the 
Peace Committee also ran into rough weather, this time, due to the intransigence of the self-styled 
representatives of Hindus. At this meeting, called by the MLA and MLC, around twenty Muslims and 
nearly a hundred Hindus turned up. The Hindus were allowed to speak first and present their views 
and complaints. When it was the turn of the Muslim leader to speak, the Hindu group started shouting 
Jaisree ram and did not stop despite the MLA’s request. Becoming aggressive and abusive, they 
started calling the MLA and the MLC names. One person even lifted a chair to attack the MLC. Out of 
frustration, we were told that the MLA cancelled the meeting and left the place. It appears that the 
political leaders of Hindu and Muslim communities could not contain the fury of the mob. 
  
Finally, there is a (false) ‘commonsense’ regarding ‘Muslims as trouble-makers’ which seems to have 
been mobilized to draw the ‘Hindu community’ together, before, during and after the disturbance. The 
popular narrative in the town (and elsewhere) is that Muslims themselves desecrated their Holy Quran 
(who else will have access to the book, people ask?); that the MLC and the two Muslim councilors 
(one of whom was invited by the police and the other was at Banswada on that day) instigated the 
Muslim mob; that the Muslims damaged their own shops; that the Muslim journalists sided with their 
community and finally, that Muslims have indulged in this riot on the instigation of MIM, to taint the 



Telangana movement! As a result, we found that Muslims were being blamed disproportionately for 
creating tension, despite the heavy loss that they consequently suffered.  
  
There is an uncomprehending disbelief even among the ‘progressive sections’ about Muslim distress 
regarding the desecration of holy Quran. Due to this incomprehension, the aggression of the Hindu 
mob is being understood as ‘natural and fair’. Media is no exception to this ‘balance’ narrative. 
Muslim boys’ venting of anger on journalists has also turned the largely Telugu media unsympathetic 
towards the community. As such, except the Urdu news papers, many Telugu news papers carried the 
news about the attack on journalists, rather than that of the desecration of the Holy Quran, causing 
resentment among the Muslims about the indifference to their actual grievance. The overwhelming tilt 
against the Muslims has prevented even the Urdu media journalists (except Rastriya Sahara) from 
filing any report about the damage to Muslim establishments and shops. No wonder that the Muslims 
highlighted the one sidedness, distortions, biases or indifference by the Telugu press more than that of 
the police, “Why couldn’t the Telugu journalists show the same tolerance towards the Muslim boys 
that they showed during the Million March on the Tank Bund?” One may not agree with the 
comparison, but cannot deny that the reporters’ sympathy and agreement with the genuineness of the 
grievance shapes their conduct vis-à-vis the protestors. (Ironically, two sets of rallies were reported in 
the local press - by Muslims and journalists!) 
  
Is it an isolated incident? 
 
We found Muslims in a state of fear and the Hindus in a state of aggressive normalcy. We also found 
that the media clampdown of the issue has prevented the Muslims from presenting details of their loss 
and seeking compensation. The injured Muslim boys are too scared to be named or seek 
compensation, while the situation is not so for the Hindus. Even as the team was welcomed by the 
Muslims who sought to explain the sequence of events and their absolute non-interest in breaking the 
law, we were accosted by one Mr.Balarajesham (of local Hindu Vaahini), a member of Peace 
Committee, who, claiming to be a representative of Hindus, threatened us.  Given the prevailing 
scenario, we think that the analysis of these incidents in terms of balance - apportioning equal blame 
on both communities – may make policing easy. But it would not help us in understanding what is 
happening to majority-minority relations or in addressing the concerns of the Muslim communities 
that are spread across villages and towns of Telangana. 
  
Certain issues need to be immediately addressed. The Muslim street vendors, fruit vendors and others 
who incurred losses should be immediately allowed to resume their business, as Hindu vendors have 
been allowed to do. Compensation process for the victims of both the communities should be 
expedited. Muslims should be given assurance that the case of Quran desecration will be investigated. 
There should be increased vigilance in view of impending yatra of L.K.Advani on 19th to Siddipet. 
  
More importantly, we suspect that Siddipet incident is not an isolated one. As we mentioned above, 
several instances of communal tension have come to the fore in different Muslim concentrated towns, 
over the last two years. At Siddipet, we were also informed that Muslim families of Nangunur, 
Velkatur (Nangunur mandal), Pullur and Gangapur (Chinnakodur mandal) (all in Medak district) have 
been harassed, threatened and beaten up by people from Hindutva outfits such as Hindu Vaahini to 
ABVP. In fact, the imam of Velkatur was beaten on Sunday night, right after the Siddipet disturbance. 
At Gangapur, nearly eight months ago, a Hindu mob attacked a Muslim house. Muslim community 
elders in Siddipet chose not to expose such incidents. Even as they are concerned about the safety of 
Muslim families scattered in villages, they feel hemmed in by the situation where any discussion of 
such events would brand them as anti-Telangana. The fact that no political leader of significance 
(apart from Mr. Balala of MIM) visited them has reinforced their sense of alienation. While accepting 
the mistakes of the Muslim boys, they state that it is the Muslim stakes in Telangana movement which 
is preventing them from speaking out against these small and big incidents that are occurring in and 



around Siddipet. In the communally vitiated atmosphere, they feel that acts of desecration of holy 
symbols of their community would not be investigated properly. They also object to the blame game 
where the entire community is being blamed, given the fact the elders, MLC and the councilors tried 
their best to control the young boys. 
  
Their anxiety about the changing dynamic of majority-minority relations in the context of the ongoing 
Telangana movement cannot be dismissed or can be described as the handiwork of mischievous anti-
Telangana forces. The legitimacy gained by Bharatiya Janata Party through the participation in the 
movement is enabling the Hindutva forces to re-emerge and revive an anti-Muslim rhetoric in towns 
that did not witness communal tension in recent history. We need to pause and ask what the BJP’s 
vision of Telangana is. In the three states that it created, one has been written away to the corporate 
greed (Chattisgarh) completely trampling over the tribal interests; one is led by the mining mafia, 
mercilessly throwing aside the decades long tribal leadership (Sibu Soren in Jharkhand) and one is 
where the pharmaceutical lobby is slowly getting crowned (Uttarakhand). Which of these 
opportunistic visions is in store for Telangana? Or are these incidents simply a gift that Advani’s rath 
yatra is bestowing upon Telangana, giving us a hint of what is going to come? 
  
It is also quite possible, as some of the anti-MIM Telanganaites in Siddipet suspect that MIM would 
be interested in this kind of communal polarization, given its neutral stand on Telangana and may 
foster these tensions to stall the formation of Telangana in its current form. In such a scenario, we 
think that it is all the more necessary or even imperative on the left and democratic forces in the 
Telangana movement to initiate a discussion with Telangana Muslim groups and the MIM on these 
issues as well as on Telangana statehood, despite the in-commensurable differences one may have 
with the latter. One needs to recognize that on the issues of security of Muslims in rural areas, there 
would not be any differences among the Telangana Muslim groups and the MIM. It is necessary to 
initiate a public- political dialogue on the status of Muslims in Telangana with the MIM at this 
juncture, given that it is the only Muslim political party with significant political presence even in the 
districts. Such a dialogue seems unavoidable to foster an inclusive Telangana.  
 
We strongly urge the democratic organizations to take this emerging pattern of communal tension in 
Telangana as seriously as the violations of human rights of Telangana protesters by the state. We also 
feel that concerted efforts should be made by the activists to reach out to the Muslim communities in 
all the areas affected by communal tension, including Siddipet. There is a need to acknowledge their 
contribution and address their grievances more robustly. It is necessary to do so at this moment so that 
the democratic appeal of the movement does not get vitiated or directed against the minorities in the 
region. 
 
Dr. A.Suneetha, Mr. M.A.Moid and Dr. P. H. Mohammed 
 
List of people that we met: Mr.M.A.Saleem, Chairperson, Tanzeem-ul-masajid; Mr.Aijaz Hafeez, ex-
chairperson, CPI, member of the Peace Committee; Mr. Habeeb Saab (Reporter, Ethemad); 
Mr.Kaleem-ul-Rahman (Reporter, Siasat); Mr. Javed, proprietor, New Grand Hotel; Mr.Anwar, MIM; 
 Mr. Tirupathi Reddy, APTF and HRF; Mr. Raghu, Reporter, Saakshi; Mr. Rangacharya, Reporter, 
HMTV; Mr. Kondal Reddy, CCC; Hindu owner of the Rajasthani Sweet House, Subhash Road; Hindu 
shop owners on Subhash Road; Hindu vegetable vendors (4) and watchmen (2) of Rythu 
bazaar; Muslim fruit vendors near the Rythubazaar; Mr. Md. Jani (Reporter, Rastriya Sahara) 
  
  
  
  



 

New arrivals in English- subject wise 

 

Urbanization- India  

City, society and planning: essays in honour of Professor A.K.Dutt/ Thakur 
Baleshwar, Pomeroy George, Cusack Chris, Thakur Sudhir K..- New Delhi : Concept 
Publishing company , 2007.   

Democracy  

The democratic paradox/ Mouffe Chantal.- London : Verso , 2000.   

Dalits- India- Andhra Pradesh  

Dividing dalits: writings on sub-categorisation of scheduled castes/ Chinna rao 
Yagati.- Jaipur : Rawat Publications , 2009.    

 

Women-Political activity- India  

Democratization in progress: women and local politics in urban India/ Ghosh 
Archana, Lama-Rewal Stephanie Tawa.- New Delhi : Tulika books , 2005.     

Microfinance- Women- Bangladesh  

Microfinance and its discontents: women in debt in Bangladesh/ Karim Lamia.- 
Minneapolis : University of Minnesota Press , 2011.   

 

Economic condition- India  

Towards development economics: Indian contributions 1900-1945/ Krishna 
murthy J.- New Delhi : Oxford University Press , 2009.    

 



 

 

Historians- South Asia  

Windows into the past: life histories and the historian of South Asia/ Brown Judith M.- 
New Delhi : Oxford University Press , 2011.   

Feminism- Islam  

Feminism in Islam: secular and religious convergences/ Badran Margot.- Oxford : 
Oneworld , 2011.  

 

Literary theory- 19th century- Children's literature  

The age of adventure: childhood, reading and British boy's fiction/ Achar Deeptha.- 
Saarbrucken : VDM Verlag Dr.Muller , 2010.    

Health economics  

The Oxford handbook of Health economics/ Glied Sherry, Smith Peter C.- 
Oxford : Oxford University Press , 2011.  

Photographs- Indian cities  

Forms of the formless: salutations to the creator whose emnipresence is 
experienced in the forms of farmless/ Talwar Amita.- [s.l]:[s.n], 2011.    

Women- East Indian- South Africa- History  

Women: South Africans of Indian origin/ Rajab Devi Moodley, Kally Ranjith, 
Rajab Kalim.- Auckland Park : Jacana Media , 2011.    

Muslim- Political identity  

Muslim political identity/ Jain M.S.- Jaipur : Rawat Publications , 2005.   
  

 

 



 

New arrivals in Telugu  

Navala 

Smasaanam dunneru/ Kesava reddy.-  Hyderabad : Hyderabad Book Trust , 
2011.    

 

Telangana- Charithra 

Telangana charithra: Christu poorvam nundi 1948 varaku/ Narayana Reddy Sunki 
reddy.- Secunderabad : Telangana prachuranalu , 2011. 

 

Dalitha sthreelu 

Veeranaari Jhansi Jhalkari bai/ Naimisroy Mohandas, Rathnakar G.V.-  
Hyderabad : Hyderabad Book Trust , 2011.    

  

Kathalu-  Hindi-Urdu anuvaada kathalu 

Oka hijra katha: suprasiddha Urdu, Hindi anuvaada kathalu/ Lokeswar Paravasthu.- 
[s.l.]: Gandhi prachuranalu , 2011.  

   
Andhra Pradesh- Police action 1948 

 Nizam pai nippulu kuripinchina viplava veerulu: 1948 September police 
action gnaapakaalu- gaayaalu/ Lokeswar Paravasthu.-[s.l.]: Gandhi 
prachuranalu , 2011.   
  

Dalithula charithra 

Nenu bhangee ni/ Bhagavandas , Rathnakar G.V.- Hyderabad : Hyderabad Book 
Trust , 2011. 

 

 



 

Aadhunika naagarikata- Jeeva parinaamam 

Manushulu chesina devullu/ Rohini prasad Kodavatiganti.- Hyderabad : 
Hyderabad Book Trust , 2011.    

Telangana 

Telangana: oka sambhashana/ Lokeswar Paravasthu.- Gandhi prachuranalu , 2011.   

 

 Vyaasaalu- saahithyam 

Roopam- saaram: Saahithyam pai Balagopal- Hyderabad : Hyderabad Book 
Trust , 2011.    
 

 

New arrivals in Audio visuals 

Ek Chingari ki Khoj Mein/ Dir.by  K.P.Sasi, script by Mahesh Dattani 

Duration: 25min. 

Abstract: This film is an attempt to question values associated with dowry. The film traces the  

experiences of two women - one who submits to the pressures of the system and the other, who attempts  

to overcome them 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Contents of Journals 

Asian Journal of Women’s studies 

Vol.17, Number 2,  2011. 

Measures of women’s status and gender inequality in Asia: issues and challenges/ Lee Jae Kyung 
and Park Hye Gyong 

Why did you send me like this?: marriage, matriliny and the “ providing husband” in North 
Kerala, India/ Janaki Abraham 

Gender and livelihoods: a case study of the Math Meri and the oil palm plantations of Carey 
Island/ Lai Wan Teng 

Mother’s survival experiences in cases of Incestuous sexual abuse of girls/ KIM Kyung Hee and 
KIM Kyung Mee  

Asian Journal of Women’s studies 

Vol.17, Number 3,  2011. 

From men- women equality to gender equality: the Zigzag road of  women’s political 
participation in China/ IN Dongchao 

Locating Indian women in colonial Korea/ LEE Ockson 

Feminists Dilemma-  with or without the state? Violence against women and women’ shelters in 
Turkey/ Sule TOKTAS and Cagla Diner 

Seminar  626- October 2011 

Shades of Blue: a symposium on emerging conflicts and challenges around water 

THE PROBLEM 
Posed by Sunjoy Joshi, Director and Distinguished Fellow, Observer Research Foundation, Delhi 

SAFEGUARDING SOUTH ASIA'S WATER SECURITY 
Michael Kugelman, Programme Associate for South Asia, Woodrow Wilson International Center for 
Scholars, Washington, D.C. 

LESSONS FROM THE 2010 FLOODS IN PAKISTAN 
Muhammad Azeem Ali Shah, Senior Researcher, University of Management Sciences, Lahore 

HYDRO-POLITICS, THE INDUS WATER TREATY AND CLIMATE CHANGE 
Rohan D'Souza, Assistant Professor, Jawaharlal Nehru University, Delhi 

http://www.india-seminar.com/2011/626/626_the_problem.htm�
http://www.india-seminar.com/2011/626/626_michael_kugelman.htm�
http://www.india-seminar.com/2011/626/626_azeem_ali_shah.htm�
http://www.india-seminar.com/2011/626/626_rohan_dsouza.htm�


RESOLVING INTER-STATE WATER SHARING DISPUTES 
N. Shantha Mohan, Professor, School of Social Sciences, National Institute of Advanced Studies (NIAS), 
Bangalore andSailen Routray, Faculty Fellow, Azim Premji University, Bangalore 

SECURING WATER COMMONS IN SCHEDULED AREAS 
Shawahiq Siddiqui, Advocate, Supreme Court of India; Managing Partner, Indian Environment Law 
Offices, Delhi 

ECOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE GREEN REVOLUTION 
Inderjeet Singh, Professor of Economics, Punjabi University, Patiala 

WATER CRISIS IN DELHI 
Rumi Aijaz, Senior Fellow, Observer Research Foundation, Delhi 

 WATER AS A PUBLIC GOOD VS. WATER PRIVATIZATION 
Uwe Hoering, author and freelance journalist, Bonn 

DECIPHERING ENVIRONMENTAL FLOWS 
Jayanta Bandyopadhyay, researcher in environment and development; Professor, IIM Calcutta  

CONTESTED CONSTRUCTIONS OF WATER 
Shailaja Fennell, Lecturer in Development Studies, University of Cambridge; and Fellow of Jesus 
College, Cambridge 

FURTHER READING 
A select and relevant bibliography compiled by ORF Library Services, Delhi 

COMMENT 
The Not-So-Discreet Burdens of Indian Communism by Santosh George, researcher in building 
sustainable local economies, Tiruvalla; 'India' Against Corruption by Ashutosh Kumar, Professor of 
Political Science, Panjab University, Chandigarh; and State Response to Movements by C.P. Bhambhri, 
Professor Emeritus of Political Science, Jawaharlal Nehru University, Delhi 

BOOKS  
Reviewed by Surinder S. Jodhka,Sachidananda Mohanty, Anna Sujatha Mathai and Shrimoyee Nandini 
Ghosh  

Seminar 627- November 2011 

Partnerships in Education: a symposium on evolving public-private partnerships in schooling 

THE PROBLEM 
Posed by Amit Kaushik, Chief Operating Officer and MD-designate, Educomp Infrastructure and Schools 
Management, Gurgaon, and Vimala Ramachandran, Education Resources Unit (ERU), Delhi 

PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS 
Amit Kaushik, former civil servant and Director, Elementary Education, Ministry of HRD, Government 

http://www.india-seminar.com/2011/626/626_shantha_&_sailen.htm�
http://www.india-seminar.com/2011/626/626_shawahiq_siddiqui.htm�
http://www.india-seminar.com/2011/626/626_inderjeet_singh.htm�
http://www.india-seminar.com/2011/626/626_rumi_aijazi.htm�
http://www.india-seminar.com/2011/626/626_uwe_hoering.htm�
http://www.india-seminar.com/2011/626/626_jayanta_bandyopadhyay.htm�
http://www.india-seminar.com/2011/626/626_shailaja_fennell.htm�
http://www.india-seminar.com/2011/626/626_further_reading.htm�
http://www.india-seminar.com/2011/626/626_comment.htm�
http://www.india-seminar.com/2011/626/626_books.htm�
http://www.india-seminar.com/2011/627/627_the_problem.htm�


of India; now Chief Operating Officer and MD-designate, Educomp Infrastructure and Schools 
Management, Gurgaon 

HOPE OR HYPE? 
Michael Latham, Regional Director, CfBT Education Services, Hyderabad 

INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS AS RESOURCE CENTRES 
Radhika Herzberger, Director, Rishi Valley School, and A. Kumaraswamy, Principal, Rishi Valley 
School, Chittoor, A.P. 

ONE STORY DOES NOT FIT ALL 
Annie Koshi, Principal, St Mary's School, Safdarjung Enclave, Delhi 

ALLOWING FOR-PROFITS TO RUN SCHOOLS 
Sridhar Rajagopalan, Managing Director, Educational Initiatives; set up the Eklavya Institute of Teacher 
Education, Ahmedabad 

LIVING WITH THE PRIVATE 
Venu Narayan, teacher and administrator; co-founder, Centre For Learning; currently, faculty member, 
Azim Premji University, Bangalore 

MEETING THE HUNGER FOR EDUCATION 
Shantanu Prakash, Chairman and Managing Director, Educomp Solutions, Delhi 

FIXING EDUCATION  
Manish Sabharwal, Chairman, Teamlease Services, Bengaluru 

TRUST DEFICIT BLOCKING PARTNERSHIPS 
Vimala Ramachandran, Education Resources Unit, Delhi 

PARTNERING GOVERNMENT 
Rukmini Banerji, works with Pratham; Director, ASER Centre, Delhi 

THE CASE FOR AN INDIAN EDUCATION SERVICE 
Dileep Ranjekar, CEO, Azim Premji Foundation and S. Giridhar, Registrar, Azim Premji University, 
Bangalore 

PRIVATE VERSUS PUBLIC SCHOOLING IN INDIA 
Geeta Gandhi Kingdon, Chair of Education Economics and International Development Institute of 
Education, University of London 

THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES 
Shailaja Fennell, Lecturer in Development Studies, University of Cambridge; and Fellow of Jesus 
College, Cambridge 

COURTS AND COLLEGES: A PROBLEMATIC RELATIONSHIP 
Devesh Kapur, Director, Center for the Advanced Study of India, University of Pennsylvania, 
Philadelphia, and Madhav Khosla, doctoral candidate, Harvard University, Cambridge 



FURTHER READING 
A select and relevant bibliography 

COMMENT 
Kashmiriyat and what it means to me by Nyla Ali Khan, Visiting Professor, University of Oklahoma, 
Norman 

Himal ,  September 2011 

These songs do not die  
By:   Namita Gokhale 

Could a region as varied as Southasia expect 
anything other than today’s dizzying cornucopia 
of literary creations? 

 
The flaw in the crystal  
By:  Arshia Sattar 

In today’s literature of the Subcontinent, there is 
no escaping mythology – nor should there be. 

 
Fairytale on 12th Main  
By:  Anjum Hasan 

 
Honeymooning  
By:  Aziz Sheikh 

 
Asylum  
By:  Kiran Adhikari 

 
Four poems  
By:  Hassan Dars 

Works by Hassan Dars,* translated from the 
Sindhi by Mohammad Hanif and Hassan 
Mujtaba. 

 
Helmand, how calm you flow  
By:  Bari Jahani 

Translated from the Pashto by Mujib Mashal 

 
On official duty  
By:  Navtej Sarna 

 
In the dark  
By:  Rabi Thapa 

 
Colours for a landscape held captive  
By:  Ranjit Hoskote 

in memoriam: Agha Shahid Ali (1949-2001) 

 
A plain tale from the hills  
By:  Richard Simon 

 
Eating bone  
By:  Shabnam Nadiya 

 
Korbani blues  
By:  Shazia Omar 

 
Seven lakhs  
By:  Shehan Karunatilaka 

 
Swaying with the ainselu  
By:  Weena Pun 

 
The aroma of Ambul Thiyal  
By:  Lal Medawattegadara 
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Afghan Women’s Writing Project  

 
If something happens  
By:  Aruni Kashyap 

Abominably 

Pakistan : WOMAN´S RIGHT, FATHER´S 
WRONG  

Commentary 

India/Bangladesh: Cement the relationship!  

 
Region: IndianAid  

 
Sri Lanka: Rajapakse brinkmanship  

 
Art: ‘Lede (or get outta the way)’  

Voices 

Opinions from around the region  

Report 

A sorrowful microcosm  
By:  Ahmed Yusuf 

Intractable conflicts at various levels of the 
polity in Pakistan are being ‘settled’ through 
violence on the streets of Karachi. 

 
Silence and sacrifice  
By:  Iqbal Khattak 

Inside the making of a suicide bomber. 

 
Children on the frontlines  
By:  Thomas Bell 

 
Beyond the dzong  
By:  Carey L Biron & Travis Lupick 

Is Bhutan’s national language losing steam? 

 

Sighting 

When we came together  
By:  Teresa Rehman 

Do the mahila samitis of Assam matter 
anymore? 

 

Southasiasphere 

A civilisation and its myths  
By:  C K Lal 

Mediafile 

Tidbits of the region's media  
By:  Chhetria Patrakar 

Tapestry 

What will survive of us is love  
By:  Kabita Parajuli 

Arpana Caur’s retelling of the legend of Sohni 
and Mahiwal. 

 

Review 

Bookshelf  

 
Spanking words  
By:  Roselyn D’Mello 

 
How we see Afghan women  
By:  Taran N Khan 
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The prince of Fitzrovia  
By:  Padraig Colman 

The Tamil poet Tambimuttu left a defining mark on the literary scene of 1940s London. 
Sitar teacher of New York  
By:  Hani Yousuf 

A decade after the attacks of 11 September 2001, how one musician’s experience has changed. 

On the way up 

Chapter One: The long breath of Gokarna Das  
By:  Kanak Mani Dixit 

Himal ,  October- November 2011 

Cover 

Such a long journey  
By:  Namit Arora 

How and why 145,000 people migrated to a 
small Caribbean island. 

 
Departure lounge  
By:  Weena Pun 

Hanging out in Kathmandu’s international 
airport with soon-to-be migrants. 

 
The Gorkhalis of Myitkyina  
By:  Sushma Joshi 

Tracking down a far-off Nepali community. 

 
Like here, like there  
By:  K P Jayasankar & Anjali Monteiro 

Nomadic lives were destroyed as Sindh and 
Kachchh are separated by a border. 

 
That easy intimacy  
By:  Raza Rumi 

A Pakistani re-discovers Bangladesh. 

 
By steam!  
By:  Mark Tully 

Riding the rails with a beast of old. 

 
The road north  
By:  Charles Haviland 

Journeys in post-war Sri Lanka. 

 
A home along the way  
By:  Iona Liddell 

For a refugee, the journey rarely ends. 

 
Setting out for a place  
By:  Rakhshanda Jalil 

Haj in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 

 
Pallava pilgrimages  
By:  William Dalrymple 

Finding the soul’s centre in South India. 
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An agnostic in Kailash  
By:  Dilip Simeon 

Feeling moved by one of the Subcontinent’s 
most famous pilgrimages. 

 
Among the samanalayo  
By:  Richard Boyle 

Sri Pada has been a source of fascination for 
centuries’ worth of explorers and pilgrims in Sri 
Lanka. 

 
Toddlers and all  
By:  Vivek Menezes 

When neighbours disapprove of a travel 
destination – that’s where to take the family. 

 
Silence in the places of men  
By:  Dilip D’Souza 

Chasing what keeps people quiet. 

 
Trips & journeys  
By:  Tony Wheeler 

So many places to see, so many people to meet. 

 
The silsilah of wheelchair travels  
By:  Salil Chaturvedi 

 
Olde-world travel  
By:  Richard Boyle 

Maxims and measures from bygone times. 

 
How does a travel writer travel?  

 
Travelling menagerie  
By:  Aniruddha Sen Gupta 

Two humans, four dogs. 

 
The fatigue of the road  
By:  Marcus Benigno 

Demystifying the professional traveller. 

 
Get lost!  
By:  Joni Sweet 

When to use a guidebook – and when to throw it 
away. 

 
Just stay home  
By:  Padraig Colman 

 
The apple doesn't travel far  
By:  Preena Shrestha 

 

Commentary 

Region: The constant movement of multitudes  

 
India: Impugning impunity  

 
India: Name-dropping  

 
Art: ‘From this place I begin’  

 

Report 

Renting wombs  
By:  Vrinda Marwah 
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The booming surrogacy industry in India is rife 
with unanswered ethical, economic and political 
questions. 

 
Upending ULFA  
By:  Sanjib Baruah 

Surprise negotiations with ULFA aside, the 
Indian government’s effort to contain and 
control insurgency in Assam is unlikely to meet 
the hopes and expectations that have energised 
the peace process. 

 

Analysis 

Emergency by any other name  
By:  Tisaranee Gunasekara 

…in Sri Lanka’s case, is just as undemocratic. 

 
‘Wicked’ Afghan shadow  
By:  Shamshad Ahmad 

India-Pakistan relations can no longer be 
addressed without reference to Afghanistan. 

 

Opinion 

Revisiting Attabad  
By:  Mehjabeen Abidi-Habib, Humaira Khan, 
MuzaffarUddin & Babar Khan 

A year on in Hunza, how far along the road to 
normalcy? 

 
Too much information?  
By:  Vineeta Bal 

Infant deaths resulting from a recent clinical trial 
in India have led to a media outcry. But few 
have considered how explosive these revelations 

actually are, or the problematic use and 
application of the Right to Information Act. 

 
A step further  
By:  Haroon Habib 

Despite setbacks, the will to strengthen bilateral 
relations remained strong during Manmohan 
Singh’s Dhaka visit. 

 

Southasiasphere 

Portents of the future  
By:  CK LAL 

Mediafile 

Tidbits of the region's media  
By:  Chhetria Patrakar 

Tapestry 

Into the city  
By:  Reena Kukreja 

Domestic workers tell their stories. 

 

Review 

Bookshelf  

 
Bhopal’s children’s children  
By:  Deepak Unnikrishnan 

 
Such a femininity  
By:  Satya Rai Nagpaul 

 

The citizenship crisis  
By:  Nandita Haksar 
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Through a glass, darkly  
By:  Trisha Gupta 

 
Taliban corridor  
By:  Vijay Prashad 

Profile 

Missing Manmohan  
By:  Shiv Vishvanathan 

A good man tarnished. 

Interview 

‘An end to violence … through the use of 
violence’ – Mohan Baidya, UCPN (Maoist)  
By:  Post Bahadur Basnet 

On the way up 

Adventures with a Nepali Frog  
By:  Kanak Mani Dixit 

Some things have changed in Nepal for a writer 
revising a work 15 years later. Other things, the 
nicer ones, remain the same. 

 

 

The Book Review , Volume XXXV, No.8-9, August-September 2011 

Anjole Ela Menon M.F.Husain- A Tribute 

Salim Yusufji  Speaking of Gandhi’s death edited by Tridip Suhrud and Peter Ronald DeSouza 

Salil Misra  Selected works of Jawaharlal Nehru: Second series, volume 42 edited by Aditya  
   Mukherjee and Mridula Mukherjee 

Rahul Govind  Social legislation of the East India Company: public justice versus public  

   Instruction by Nancy Gardner Cassels 

Amit Dey  Political Islam in colonial Punjab: Majlis-i-Ahrar 1929-1949 by Samina Awan 

Vikhar Ahmed Sayeed The Mushirul Hasan Ominbus 2010: Moderate on Militant: from pluralism to  

   Separatism: a moral reckoning: legacy of a divided nation by Mushirul Hasan 

G.J.V.Prasad  1857: The real story of the Great uprising by Vishnu Bhatt Godshe Versaikar 

Sohail Hashmi  In freedom’s shade by Anis Kidwai 

Srinivas Chari  In Conversation with Alex von Tunzelmann 

R.Venkat Ramanujam The British empire and the natural world: environmental encounters in South  

   Asia edited by Deepak Kumar, Vinita Damodaran and Rohan D’Souza 

Partha Pratim Shil Heterogeneities: identity formations in modern India by Pradip Kumar Datta 

Vinay Lal Gujarat beyond Gandhi: identity, conflict and society edited by Nalin Mehta and 
Mona G. Mehta 
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Ajay Gudavarthy Mapping citizenship in India by Anupama roy 

Ajay Kumar Sahoo Diaspora, development, and democracy: the domestic impact of International 
migration by Devesh Kapur 

Tanu M.Goyal Nation, Diaspora, Transnation: reflections from India by Ravindra K. Jain 

T.C.A.Srinivasa Raghavan Ethical life in South Asia edited by Anand Pandian and Daud Ali 

Rajesh rajagopalan International relations theory and South Asia: security, political economy, 
domestic politics, identities and images, vol.1 & 2 edited by E.Sridharan 

Happymon Jacob State and foreign policy in South Asia edited by Jivanta Schottli and Siegfried 
O.Wolf 

Pallavi Kalita South Asia: envisioning a regional future by Smruti S.Pattanaik 

Sonali Huria South Asia’s weak states: understanding the regional insecurity predicament 
edited by T.V.Paul 

Sucharita Sengupta Urban navigations: politics, space and the city in South Asia edited by Jonathan 
Shapiro Anjaria and Colin McFarlane 

P.R.Chari Counter Insurgency by David J.Kilcullen 

Surabhika Maheshwari Wars, insurgencies and Terrorist attacks: a psychosocial perspective by Unaiza 
Niaz 

N.Ravi Does the elephant dance?: Contemporary Indian foreign policy by David Malone 

Ayesha Siddiqa Pakistan: beyond the “Crisis State” edited by Maleeha Lodhi 

T.C.A.Rangachari Pakistan: a hard country by Anatol Lieven 

G.Parthasarathy Military, civil society and democratization in Pakistan by S.Akbar Zaidi 

 

The Book Review , Volume XXXV, No.10, October 2011 

Supriya Chaudhuri River of smoke by Amitav Ghosh 

Malashri Lal  Adultery and other stories by Farrukh Dhondy 

Subarno Chattarji Last man in tower by Aravind Adiga 

Sukrita Paul Kumar The man with enormous wings by Esther David 

Eunice de Souza Inside/out: new writing from Goa edited by Helene Derkin Menezes and Jose 
Lourenco 



Barnita Bagchi The folded earth by Anuradha Roy 

Anamika Three parts desire by Shaila Bajpai 

Simi Malhotra The exiles by Ghalib Shiraz Dhalla 

Saloni Sharma Mice in men by Anirban Bose 

Kasturi Kanthan Stealing Karma by Aneesha Capur 

Namrata Chaturvedi Rebirth by Jahnavi Barua 

Sucharita Sengupta The Urban jungle by Samrat 

Sabina Pillai The last song of Savio de Souza by Binoo K.John 

Jaya Bhattacharji Rose English-language Fiction publishing in India 

Charu Sharma The dollmaker’s Island by Anuradha Kumar 

Purabi Panwar The cousin by Prema Raghunath: in the shadow of legends by Sujata sankranti 

Ranjana Kaul The tailor of Giripul by Bulbul Sharma 

Mohammad Aslam The siege of Warwan: a novel by Major General G.D.Bakshi: Kashmir blues by 
Urmila Deshpande 

Susan Visvanathan Man of a Thousand Chances by Tulsi Badrinath 

Shatam Ray Mansuri, Macabre by Sudhir Thapliyal; The body in the Backseat by Salil Desai: 
Murder in San Felice by Chandralekha Mehta 

Gauri Mishra Losing my virginity and other dumb ideas by Madhuri Banerjee: Love on the 
Rocks by Ismita Tandon Dhankher 

Swati Das A scandalous secret by Jaishree Misra 

Trishna Guha The vague woman’s handbook by Devapriya Roy; Burnt Toast by Sandy Kundra 
Verma 

Debasish Chakrabarty Jimmy the terrorist by Omair Ahmad 

Namita Gokhale The House with five courtyards by Govind Mishra. Translated by Masooma Ali 

Harish Narang Playground (Rangbhoomi) by Premchand. Translated by Manju Jain 

Neerja Mattoo What really happened by Banaphool. Translated by Arunava Sinha 

Aruradha Marwah Daughters: a story of five generations by Bharati Roy. Translated by 
Madhuchhanda Karlekar. 
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